Using the Ghost Console to Turn the Computers On and Off

How do I use the ghost console to turn the computers on and off?
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Why Use the Ghost Console?

There are many computers in the YETC. Starting up each computer manually would take one person quite a bit of time. But you can start up all the computers with the touch of a button. Well, not all the computers. The ghost console will start up all the pc computers. You will have to turn all the computers on in the Mac lab manually. The ghost console is located on the pc computer in the cage.
To turn the computers on using the ghost console, follow the directions below:

1) Double click on the **Startup Lab** icon
2) A small window will appear. Click on the **Wake Up Group** button
3) One more window will appear which will have a drop-down list containing each of the computer labs in the YETC. Select one of the labs and click **Open**. The computers in that lab will start up. If you are starting up the computers in the morning and need to turn on all the computers, select **Wake Entire Lab** and all the pc computers in the YETC will start up.

## Turning the Computers Off

To turn the computers off using the ghost console, follow the directions below:

1) Double click on the **Deep Freeze Enterprise Console**
2) A new window will appear.
3) Over on the left side of the screen you will see all three of the pc computer labs listed. Select one of the labs
4) Once you’ve selected one of the labs, each computer in that lab will appear in the larger part of the window. Select each of the computers (You can do this by clicking on the first computer once. This will highlight it blue. Now hold down the shift key and click on the last computer listed. Now all the computers listed should be highlighted blue)
5) Now that all the computers are selected you may click on the **Shutdown** button in the upper left corner of the screen.
6) Do this for each computer lab.